CHAT TRANSCRIPT
ARCH/ACL DATA WORKGROUP CALL
September 6, 2018

Jill Kagan: To participate in the conversation, please call 866-546-3377 with Access code 643869. If you
call in, please mute your computer speakers. Thank you! We will get started at 11:30 AM Eastern.
Jen Doris: I’m here
MaryJo Caruso: I’m here
Cory Lutz: I'm here as well.
Casandra Firman: is the website protected, as far as privacy?
Miriam Rose: Do these tools provide the information you need to capture the data you need for Lifespan
Respite data reporting?
Cory Lutz: I am also wondering if any other states have to enter in data for any State grants, if so does
this auto populate?
Jennifer Abernathy: I'm sorry, I couldn't hear anyone.
Casandra Firman: how long does it take staff to enter data?
Victoria wright: For TN and NE, when do you begin thinking about and developing these systems?
Another way to ask it... how many years have these systems been evolving?
Karen Fitzharris: For TN, is the tracking system (texts) portion of salesource free or is it a custom order
to the system?
Sharon Johnson: All tools in NE are developed with the purpose of data collection
Deana Prest: For NE, are the state agencies required to share their respite data or is it voluntary? Maybe
I don't understand the structure; are you managing all of those funding streams?
Deana Prest: Thank you Sharon
Sharon Johnson: NE uses a free method of email to text messaging
Meghan Kluth: Sharon, what is the name of the method you use?
Sharon Johnson: I will place instructions on ARCH
Meghan Kluth: Thank you!

Cheryl Dinnell: How do your platforms for reporting tie in/create the ACL data collection report we've
been discussing?
Sharon Johnson: Reporting platforms provide the data and I would record on the collection forms
Sharon Johnson: I am testing the ACL doc informally and modifying to catch data more efficiently
Sharon Johnson: Modifying my reporting content - not fields on form!
Lisa Schneider: I echo Cassandra's remarks - this system is amazing. Being the data geek that I am, I'm
beyond inspired and have already emailed my State connection with a link to your site. Wow!!
Lisa Schneider: I missed the earlier part of this, but was it difficult to get all of the different State
programs to buy into this?
Sharon Johnson: Yes, but worth it
Sharon Johnson: Much of what would be helpful in developing a system is not public... I can demo as
needed for a detailed planning opportunity.

